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Let p(z)=~~=,a,z’ be a polynomial of degree n having no zeros in Irl i k, 
k>l. Then we prove that for l<r<k, max,2,=,~p’(z)~Qn(r+k)n~‘/(1+k)” 
maxjz,=, ~p(z)~andforO~r~i.~1,max,r,=,Ip(z)l~(k+r)”/(k+i.)“max,z~=,/p(~)l. 
Both results are best possible. Besides, it has been shown that if in addition 
p’(O)=O, then the bound in the latter inequality can be considerably improved. 
‘? 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
If p(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then 
and 
zfx IP( ar” :a_: IP(Z for r< 1. (1.2) r i 
Inequality (1.1) is an immediate consequence of S. Bernstein’s theorem 
on the derivative of a trigonometric polynomial (for references see [7]) 
and inequality (1.2) is due to Zarantonello and Varga [S]. 
In both (1.1) and (1.2) equality holds only for p(z) = $‘z”, i.e., when all 
the zeros of p(z) lie at the origin. Erdiis conjectured and later Lax [4] 
verified that if p(z) # 0 in Izl < 1 then ( 1.1) can be replaced by 
(1.3) 
and in (1.3), equality holds if all the zeros of p(z) lie on Iz1 = 1. Rivlin [6] 
proved that if p(z) # 0 in IzI < 1 then 
yy”=: IP( for r<l (1.4) z 
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which is much better than ( 1.2). Besides, equality in (1.4) holds for p(z) = 
((a + flz)/2)” where 1x1 = IPI. 
For the class of polynomials having no zeros in 1~1 <k, k 3 1, inequality 
(1.3) was generalized by Malik [S]. He proved that if p(z) # 0 in 1~1 <k, 
k 2 1 then 
fn”=: lP’(Z)l6 & ;a=: IP(Z (1.5) 
Inequality (1.5) is sharp and the equality holds for p(z) = ((z + k)/( 1 + k))“. 
In this paper, we generalize inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) for the class of 
polynomials having no zero in Iz\ <k, k 3 1 by proving the following best 
possible results: 
THEOREM 1. up(z) = CrZo a,,~’ is a polynomial of degree n, such that it 
has no zeros in IzI <k, k> 1, thenfor O<r<iud 1, 
;“” IP( 2 _ r 
The result is best possible and equality holds for the polynomial p(z) = 
((z + k)/(i + k))“. 
For k = 1, Theorem 1 reduces to a result due to Govil [3] and for 
k = r = 1 it reduces to inequality (1.4) due to Rivlin [6]. 
If in Theorem 1, we also assume p’(0) = 0, then the bound in (1.6) can 
be considerably improved. In fact we are able to prove the following 
THEOREM 2. If p(z) = CzZO a,,z’ is a polynomial of degree n such that 
p’(0) = 0 and p(z) # 0 for (zl <k, k > 1, then for 0 6 r < 3, d 1, 
1 -(k-AN-r)n k+r HP1 mm1 max ,p(z)l 
4k3 (k+i) } 1-1-i. ’ 
(1.7) 
Theorem 1 is best possible, however, if 0 < r -C 1. < 1, then for any poly- 
nomial p(z) having no zeros in IzI <k, k 3 1, and p’(0) =O, the bound 
obtained by Theorem 2 is sharper than the one obtained by Theorem 1. 
Lastly, as a generalization of (1.5) we prove the following 
THEOREM 3. If p(z) = c:=0 a,,z’ is a polynomial of degree n having no 
zeros in IzI <k, k > 1, then 
py I P’(Z)l d 
n(r+k)“-’ 
max I P(z)I, _ r (1 +k)” I=I=I (1.8) 
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for 16 Y d k. The result is best possible and the equality holds for p(z)= 
((z + k)/(l + k))“. 
2. LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let p(z) = a,, + It=, a,z’ be a polynomial of degree n such 
that p(z) # 0 in IzI <k, k 2 1, then 
z”=‘: I p’(z)1 6 & :a=: Ip(z (2.1) 
The equality holds for p(z) = (z~ + kp)“j” where n is a multiple of 1~. 
The above lemma is due to Chan and Malik [2]. 
LEMMA 2. If p(z) = If= 0 a,,z\’ is a polynomial of degree n, having no 
zeros in IzI <k, k> 1, then 
(2.2) 
The result is best possible with equality for the polynomial p(z)= 
((z + k)/( 1 + k))“. 
We omit the proof of the above lemma as it follows easily on using 
arguments similar to those used in Rivlin [6]. 
LEMMA 3. Zj”p(z) is a polynomial of degree n having no zeros in IzJ <k, 
k>l, thenfor l<R<k’, 
p”, IP( d (2.3) 
The result is sharp and equality occurs for the polynomial p(z) = 
((z + k)l(l + k))“. 
The above lemma is due to Aziz and Mohammed [ 11. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since r < I. < 1 and the polynomial p(z) has no 
zeros in IzI <k, k > 1, therefore the polynomial P(z) = p(;lz) has no zeros 
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in 1zI <k/A, k/E, 3 1. Further, since r/Ad 1, therefore on using Lemma 2, we 
get 
which implies 
which is equivalent to 
I P(Z)1 for rbl<l, 
and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 2. If p(z) has no zeros in IzI < k, k 3 1, and 0 d t f 1 
then P(z) = p(tz) has no zeros in IzJ <k/t, k/t 2 1. Also P’(0) = tp’(0) = 0, 
hence on using Lemma 1, with p = 2, we get 
which is equivalent to 
;“=” IP’(Z)l G 2 z f s E”” I P(Z)l. * I (3.1) 
For O<r<JV< 1, we have 
p(Ae”) - p(re’“) = j’ e”p’( te”) dt 
r 
which implies 
(p(l2e”) -p(re”)l Q s’ (p’(te”)I dt 
I 
which on using inequality (3.1) and Theorem 1, gives 
Ip(@) -dreie)l Q IA & (s)’ ;t: Ip( dt , 
= g$-q ;t; I P(ZN jrA w dt. (3.2) 
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Now for 0 < Y d 16 1, inequality (3.2) is equivalent to 
k2-ik (Ak+Eu2)(k+A)” 
k2+i.z+(k+r)“(k2+3.2) 1 max M4 ~;/=r 
(k2 - Ivk)(A - r) 
‘-(k2+A2)(k+A)(1-(k+r)/(k+i)) 
which on simplification gives 
I -(k2-Ak)(A--r)n k+r +’ 
(k2+i2)(k+A) (m) ]:?i “(‘)l 
1 -(k’-ik)(E,-r)n k+r +’ 
4k4 (m) ] ;:t 1p(z)l 
which in turn gives 
1-(k2-Ik)(l-r)n k+r “-.l -’ 
4k4 (k+,l) } ;:: Ip(z)l 
and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If p(z) has no zeros in Iz( <k, k 2 1, and 1 6 r < k 
then P(z)=p(rz) has no zeros in IzI <k/r, k/r 2 1. Thus applying 
inequality (1.5) to the polynomial P(z), we get 
which implies 
which is equivalent to 
(3.3) 
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For 1 < Y < k, inequality (3.3) when combined with Lemma 3, gives 
n(r+k)“p’ 
max Ip( = (l+k)” /ZI=I 
which proves the theorem. 
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